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[1] Current estimates of plasma parameters in the local
interstellar medium indicate that the speed of the interstel-
lar wind, i.e., the relative speed of the local interstellar
cloud with respect to the Sun, is most likely less than
both the fast magnetosonic speed (subfast) and the Alfvén
speed (sub-Alfvénic) but greater than the slow magne-
tosonic speed (superslow). In this peculiar parameter
regime, MHD theory postulates a slow magnetosonic
shock ahead of the heliosphere, provided that the angle
between the interstellar magnetic ﬁeld and the interstel-
lar plasma ﬂow velocity is quite small (e.g., 15ı to 30ı).
In this likely scenario, our multiﬂuid MHD model of the
heliospheric interface self-consistently produces a spa-
tially conﬁned quasi-parallel slow bow shock. Voyager
1 is heading toward the slow bow shock, while Voy-
ager 2 is not, which means that the two spacecraft are
expected to encounter different interstellar plasma popu-
lations beyond the heliopause. The slow bow shock also
affects the density and spatial extent of the neutral hydro-
gen wall. Citation: Zieger, B., M. Opher, N. A. Schwadron,
D. J. McComas, and G. Tóth (2013), A slow bow
shock ahead of the heliosphere, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40,
2923–2928, doi:10.1002/grl.50576.
1. Introduction
[2] The plasma parameters in the local interstellar
medium (LISM) are becoming more constrained due to
direct observations (for a recent review, see Frisch et al.
[2011]). Nevertheless, there is no general consensus regard-
ing the strength and direction of the interstellar magnetic
ﬁeld (BISM), since competing models predict signiﬁcantly
different BISM values. Interstellar neutral He measurements
onboard Ulysses [Witte, 2004] provided an estimate of
26.3 km/s for the bulk speed of the pristine interstel-
lar wind. The latest results from the Interstellar Boundary
Explorer (IBEX) indicate an even lower value of 23.2 km/s
[McComas et al., 2012].
[3] The termination shock crossings of the two Voyager
spacecraft were used to constrain the pristine interstellar
magnetic ﬁeld in multiﬂuid MHD models of the helio-
spheric interface, suggesting a signiﬁcantly stronger BISM
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(3.7–5.5 G) than previous estimates (1.8–2.5 G) and a
relatively small angle (˛Bv = 15ı–30ı) between BISM and the
ﬂow velocity of the interstellar wind (vISM) [Opher et al.,
2009]. Similar strong BISM intensities and small ˛Bv
angles were obtained in kinetic-gasdynamic models as well
[Izmodenov et al., 2009].
[4] There are constraints based on models of the IBEX
ribbon. However, these models assume particular physical
mechanisms for the ribbon. Works such as Heerikhuisen and
Pogorelov [2011] argue that in order to get agreement with
the observed shape of the ribbon, BISM must be not more than
3 G. However, they strongly rely on the Heerikhuisen et
al. [2010] mechanism. A number of ribbon models ﬁnd that
BISM should point in the direction of the ribbon arc center,
which gives ˛Bv = 45ı [McComas et al., 2009; Schwadron
et al., 2009; Heerikhuisen et al., 2010; Schwadron and
McComas, 2013]. However, other ribbon models, e.g., the
one by Chalov et al. [2010], obtain that BISM should be
strong (4.4 G) and ˛Bv should be small (20ı). Since a com-
prehensive model for the physics of the ribbon source region
is still missing, the nature of LISM-heliosphere interaction
cannot be nailed down yet.
[5] As Pogorelov et al. [2006] demonstrated in a numer-
ical study, there are two possible solutions for the LISM-
heliosphere interaction, the superfast interaction, which
results in a fast magnetosonic bow shock, and the subfast
interaction, which can result in a slow magnetosonic bow
shock, hereafter referred to as slow bow shock or SBS. The
same total pressure is obtained at the nose of the heliosphere
for a weak BISM with large ˛Bv (1.5 G and 45ı) in one
case and for a strong BISM with small ˛Bv (4 G and 15ı)
in the other case. In the present study, we adopt a strong
BISM of 4.37 G and a small ˛Bv of 15.9ı in order to ensure
agreement with the Voyager observations of heliospheric
asymmetries. This corresponds to the subfast interaction
type, i.e., the slow bow shock scenario, as demonstrated in
section 3.
[6] It has been shown recently that the interstellar wind
is most certainly sub-Alfvénic, and consequently, no regular
fast magnetosonic bow shock can form upstream of the
heliosphere [McComas et al., 2012]. Fast bow shocks are
general features of magnetized planets in the solar system,
which are typically strong shocks (with high compression
ratio) due to the high fast magnetosonic Mach number in
the solar wind. However, the unique plasma environment of
the LISM with a steady sub-Alfvénic and superslow plasma
ﬂow is favorable for the formation of a slow bow shock, if
˛Bv is sufﬁciently small. This likely scenario was not con-
sidered by McComas et al. [2012], and therefore their ﬁnal
conclusion of the lack of a bow shock referred exclusively
to a classic fast magnetosonic bow shock.
[7] In this letter, the likely existence of a quasi-parallel
SBS ahead of the heliosphere is demonstrated both on the-
oretical basis and by means of a 3-D steady state multiﬂuid
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MHD simulation. Finally, several interesting implications of
a SBS are discussed.
2. Theoretical Considerations
[8] Here we adopt the latest consensus values of LISM
plasma parameters [Frisch et al., 2011] and vary the strength
and direction of BISM in order to determine the nature of
LISM-heliosphere interaction as a function of BISM. More
speciﬁcally, we assume np = 0.07 cm–3, nH = 0.19 cm–3,
T = 6300 K, and vISM = 23.2 to 26.4 km s–1, where np and nH
are proton and neutral hydrogen number densities, and T is
the equilibrium temperature assumed for all components of
the LISM. The phase velocities of fast/slow magnetosonic
waves for three different values of BISM (2, 3, and 4 G) are
plotted in the Friedrichs diagrams of Figure 1 with blue/red
dash-dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively. This is a
polar diagram in velocity space where the radial distance is
speed in units of km s–1 and the azimuthal angle shows the
direction of the velocity vector with respect to the ambient
magnetic ﬁeld (BISM). The color shaded area represents the
velocity space of vISM ranging from 23.2 to 26.3 km s–1 in
magnitude and from 15ı to 50ı in ˛Bv. While fast magne-
tosonic waves can propagate in all directions at comparable
speeds, slow magnetosonic waves cannot propagate perpen-
dicular to the magnetic ﬁeld. If the shaded area of vISM falls
inside or outside a blue/red curve, it means that fast/slow
magnetosonic waves can propagate faster or slower in those
directions than the speed of the interstellar wind. From this
diagram, one can conclude that for BISM greater than 3.2 G,
the interstellar wind is subfast and superslow, resulting in a
slow bow shock. On the other hand, BISM must be less than
2.5 G to remain superfast, producing a fast bow shock.
This result is consistent with the ﬁndings of McComas et al.
[2012].
[9] Although slow magnetosonic waves can propagate in
any direction except perpendicular to the ambient magnetic
ﬁeld, slow-mode wave packets propagate at the group veloc-
ity only within a narrow angle to the ambient magnetic ﬁeld.
Therefore, the slow magnetosonic information about the
heliopause is transmitted upstream in the interstellar wind
only along magnetic ﬁled lines. As a consequence, the center
of the SBS must be displaced from the axis (nose direction)
of the heliopause toward the direction of BISM.
[10] In a low-ˇ plasma, MHD theory predicts a slow
shock in the sub-Alfvénic and superslow ﬂow regime, where
the Alfvén Mach number (Ma) is less than 1 and the sonic
Mach number (Ms) is greater than 1, which is often referred
to as the ﬁrst elliptic regime [Kogan, 1959]. The compres-
sion ratio (q) of a ﬁrst elliptic slow shock is always greater
than 1, which implies that the SBS cannot degenerate into
a slow-mode wave characteristic extending to inﬁnity at the
weak shock limit (q = 1). This means that the SBS will
be spatially restricted, not extending to inﬁnity along the
asymptotic cone as regular fast bow shocks do.
[11] The existence of an axisymmetric SBS ahead of the
heliosphere in case of a strong BISM (4–5 G) parallel to
vISM was ﬁrst suggested by Florinski et al. [2004], based on
a 2-D multiﬂuid MHD simulation. This study was motivated
by the theoretical work of Cox and Helenius [2003], who
predicted a strong BISM of 5 to 7 G pointing toward the G
cloud on the basis of their ﬂuxtube model of the local ﬂuff in
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Figure 1. Friedrichs diagram of phase velocities of fast and
slow magnetosonic waves in the pristine LISM. The radial
coordinate corresponds to the velocity magnitude, with the
dotted circles marking the 10, 20, and 30 km s–1 values.
The polar angle corresponds to the velocity direction rela-
tive to BISM. The blue and red lines correspond to fast and
slow magnetosonic waves in velocity space. Dash-dotted,
dashed, and solid lines represent magnetosonic waves for
BISM of 2, 3, and 4 G, respectively. The colored area shows
the likely velocity range of the interstellar wind in velocity
space, ranging from 23.2 to 26.3 km s–1 in speed and making
an angle between 15 and 50ı with respect to BISM.
the Local Bubble. Pogorelov et al. [2006] conﬁrmed that a
SBS may exist in the subfast interaction regime with strong
BISM and small ˛Bv angle. However, the discontinuity of the
SBS was not resolved in these early simulations because
of insufﬁcient grid resolution. In the following section, we
present numerical simulation results for a plausible SBS sce-
nario with BISM of 4.37 G and ˛Bv of 15.9ı, which provides
the best ﬁt to observed heliospheric asymmetries according
to multiﬂuid MHD simulations by Opher et al. [2009].
3. Numerical Simulation Results
[12] We use our most recent multiﬂuid, multi-ion MHD
model of the heliospheric interface [Prested et al., 2012]
built on the BATS-R-US code [Tóth et al., 2012] to simu-
late the theoretically predicted SBS. The model parameters
for the LISM are np = 0.06 cm–3, nH = 0.18 cm–3, T =
6519 K, and vISM = 26.4 km s–1 pointing toward (,ˇ) =
(75.4ı, –5.2ı) in J2000 ecliptic coordinates, which are not
signiﬁcantly different from the consensus values listed in the
previous section. Only the strength (4.37 G) and direction
of BISM is different from those used in the superfast inter-
action models. The BISM direction is deﬁned by ˛Bv=15.9ı
and ˇBv=51.5ı, where ˇBv is the angle between the BISM-vISM
plane and the solar heliographic equator. In the coordinate
system of our model, the Z axis is along the rotation axis of
the Sun, the X axis is selected so that the X-Z plane contains
the direction of the interstellar neutral He ﬂow, and the Y axis
completes the right-handed coordinate system. The size of
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Figure 2. (a) Contour plot of the sonic Mach number in the BISM-vISM plane, where the X1 axis points in the direction
of vISM and the Z1 axis is perpendicular to both vISM and the normal to the BISM-vISM plane. The converging contour lines
indicate the location of the SBS. The contour line of Ms = 1 is labeled with number 1. The heliopause is plotted with a white
line. The pink line is the trajectory of the quasi-parallel SBS crossing plotted in Figure 3. The direction of the pristine BISM
is shown by a white arrow. (b) A 3-D view of the slow magnetosonic surface with the prospective crossing locations of V1
and V2. The angle between BISM and the normal to this isosurface (Bn) is plotted as contour lines on the surface. The SBS
is restricted to the quasi-parallel region of bluish colors northwest of the nose. The white line indicates the intersection of
the isosurface with the BISM-vISM plane.
the simulation box is 3000 AU in all three dimensions with
the Sun in the center. The inner boundary conditions for the
solar wind are set at a radial distance of 30 AU. Geometric
mesh reﬁnement was applied to resolve the regions of
interest, resulting in a smallest cell size of 0.73 AU around
the quasi-parallel SBS.
[13] In Figure 2a, we plotted contour lines of Ms in the
BISM-vISM plane, where the X1 axis is along vISM, and the
Z1 axis is perpendicular to both vISM and the normal to
the BISM-vISM plane. Ms clearly shows a large gradient across
the isosurface of Ms = 1 (labeled with 1) in the quasi-parallel
region, where Bn, i.e., the angle between the interstellar
magnetic ﬁeld and the normal to the isosurface, is small.
This is the region where slow magnetosonic waves are steep-
ened into a SBS. On the other hand, the transition of Ms
across the isosurface is smooth in the quasi-perpendicular
region (lower part of Figure 2a), as expected from MHD the-
ory. Since slow magnetosonic information of the heliopause
can propagate upstream in the interstellar wind only along
magnetic ﬁeld lines (as discussed in section 2), the SBS is
strongly offset from the nose direction.
[14] A 3-D view of the slow magnetosonic surface (SMS)
in the interstellar wind is illustrated in Figure 2b. The SMS
is the surface in the decelerating interstellar wind where the
ﬂow speed is equal to the upstream component of the slow
magnetosonic group velocity, so that no slow-mode informa-
tion can propagate any further upstream of this surface. In
other words, the SMS is deﬁned as the isosurface where the
slow magnetosonic Mach number Mslow = vISM/|cscos(Bv)|
is equal to 1. Here Bv is the angle between the local mag-
netic ﬁeld vector and the ﬂow velocity. A SMS would exist
in any decelerating or accelerating MHD wind, and it is not
necessarily a shock or discontinuity. It is a physical surface
which separates the ﬂow region where points are casually
connected via slow magnetosonic waves from the region
where they are not [Bogovalov, 1994]. However, in case
of an obstacle, like the heliosphere in our case, a part
of the SMS can steepen into a slow magnetosonic bow
shock (SBS). In the present simulation, the SBS is spatially
restricted to the quasi-parallel region of the SMS (bluish
region in Figure 2b) northwestward from the nose, being
more or less symmetric to the BISM-vISM plane. Thus, the
SBS is strongly asymmetric with respect to the axis of the
heliosphere.
[15] Interestingly, the prospective crossing of Voyager 1
through the SMS is located in a quasi-parallel region with
Bn = 35ı, while the prospective crossing of Voyager 2
through the same surface is located in a quasi-perpendicular
region with Bn = 80ı (see Figure 2b). In other words,
Voyager 1 (V1) could be heading toward a SBS, while
Voyager 2 (V2) is likely not.
[16] The quasi-parallel SBS crossing indicated in
Figure 2a (pink line) is presented in the six panels of
Figure 3. The shock normal obtained for this crossing is
[–0.8930, 0.3072, 0.3289], which gives a Bn of 9ı. Dis-
tance is measured from the SBS (marked with a vertical
black line) in the downstream direction. Due to upstream
propagating fast magnetosonic waves, the ﬂow begins to
decelerate upstream of the SBS. The interstellar wind then
changes abruptly from superslow (Ms > 1) to subslow
(Ms < 1) across the shock while remaining sub-Alfvénic on
both sides (Figure 3a).
[17] The density jump (Figure 3c) is in agreement with
the theoretical prediction (dashed line). The theoretical
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Figure 3. Quasi-parallel SBS crossing along the pink trajectory plotted in Figure 2a. Distance is measured from the SBS
(zero point in the ﬁgure) in the downstream direction. (a) The sonic and Alfvén Mach numbers, (b) magnetic ﬁeld compo-
nents, (c) ion number density, (d) plasma ﬂow velocity components, thermal plasma (blue), magnetic (red), and total (black)
(e) pressures, and (f) neutral hydrogen number density (f). The blue dashed line in Figure 3c is the theoretically predicted
density jump across the SBS.
compression ratio of q = 1.23 was obtained from the gen-
eral shock adiabatic equation, where the upstream velocity
had been transformed into the de Hoffmann-Teller (H-T)
frame. Although the shock is relatively weak, it is still strong
enough to be theoretically admissible. The upstream Mach
numbers in the H-T frame are Ms = 1.15 and Ma = 0.65,
which fall apparently in the ﬁrst elliptic regime where a slow
shock solution exists. Thus, we conclude that the simulated
discontinuity is indeed a slow shock.
[18] The normal component of the magnetic ﬁeld does
not jump across the SBS as expected from the Rankine-
Hugoniot conditions (Figure 3b), while the tangential com-
ponent shows a slight increase right ahead of the shock
before jumping from a higher upstream value to a lower
downstream value. The latter is typical of slow shocks,
implying a rotation of the magnetic ﬁeld toward the shock
normal. Since the shock is almost parallel (Bn = 9ı), the
rotation of the ﬁeld is very small. Another typical feature of
a SBS is the gradual decrease of the magnetic ﬁeld strength
in the downstream direction (see black line in Figure 3b),
which is not the case in a fast bow shock scenario. At
the heliopause downstream of the SBS, BISM drops to less
than half of the pristine value, making the plasma ˇ greater
than 1.
[19] The normal component of the velocity jumps from
superslow to subslow across the shock but remains sub-
Alfvénic, as required for a slow shock (Figure 3d). The ther-
mal plasma pressure shows the expected jump right at the
SBS, indicating kinetic energy dissipation through the heat-
ing of the thermal ion population. Further downstream, the
thermal pressure (p) gradually increases, while the magnetic
pressure (pmag) gradually decreases, keeping the total pres-
sure (ptot) constant across the outer heliosheath (Figure 3e).
Eventually, the plasma ˇ surpasses 1, and the plasma
becomes thermally dominated closer to the heliopause.
[20] Figure 3f shows the proﬁle of the neutral hydrogen
wall in neutral hydrogen number density. The SBS clearly
limits the upstream extension of the hydrogen wall, although
no discontinuity is observed in the neutral ﬂuid. The latter is
not unexpected, since the heliopause is not an obstacle for
the neutrals. The hydrogen wall is restricted to the region of
the outer heliosheath between the SBS and the heliopause
because this is the region where signiﬁcant velocity differ-
ence occurs between the ionized and neutral components
of the interstellar wind. Since ions and neutrals communi-
cate through charge exchange, any velocity difference either
in bulk velocity or thermal velocity would result in an
enhanced charge exchange rate that produces the secondary
neutrals of the hydrogen wall. In the lack of a SBS, the
hydrogen wall is expected to be lower and thicker because
the deceleration of the plasma is gradual and smooth in
this case.
[21] Finally, we want to demonstrate in Figure 4 the effect
of the SBS on the LISM plasma parameters beyond the
heliopause. Since V1 is heading toward the SBS and V2 is
not, the two spacecraft will sample different plasma popula-
tions in the LISM. V1 will enter a compressed (Figure 4a)
and heated (Figure 4c) thermally dominated (compare solid
and dashed red lines in Figure 4b) outer heliosheath, where
the plasma ˇ is greater than 1 (red line in Figure 4d). Unlike
V1, V2 will encounter a magnetically dominated (compare
solid and dashed blue lines in Figure 4b) low-ˇ (blue line
in Figure 4d) LISM population, where the plasma ˇ is less
than 1, like in the pristine LISM (ˇ = 0.14). The most
dramatic difference in LISM parameters between V1 and
V2 right outside the heliopause is the 1 order of magnitude
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Figure 4. (a) Ion number density, thermal plasma (solid lines), and magnetic (dashed lines) (b) pressures, (c) ion tempera-
ture, and (d) plasma ˇ along the V1 (red lines) and V2 (blue lines) trajectories beyond the heliopause. Distance is measured
from the heliopause (zero point in the ﬁgure), which is located at a radial distance of 165 AU and 130 AU from the Sun in
the V1 and V2 directions, respectively. The location of the SBS along the V1 trajectory is marked with a vertical black line.
Note that there is no SBS along the trajectory of V2.
difference in plasma ˇ (Figure 4d). Another fundamental
difference is manifested in the magnetic pressure, which
shows an increasing trend (due to magnetic pileup) from the
pristine LISM toward the heliopause along the V2 trajectory
(blue dashed line in Figure 4b) and a decreasing trend across
the SBS toward the heliopause along the V1 trajectory (red
dashed line in Figure 4b), except for a narrow pileup region
close to the heliopause. Such a gradual decrease of magnetic
ﬁeld intensity in the downstream direction is a typical feature
of slow shocks.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
[22] Our multiﬂuid multi-ion MHD simulation clearly
conﬁrmed the theoretically expected quasi-parallel SBS
ahead of the heliosphere for the LISM parameters chosen.
The simulated SBS is substantially displaced from the axis
of the heliosphere (nose direction) because the group veloc-
ity of slow magnetosonic waves is quasi-parallel to the
ambient magnetic ﬁeld.
[23] A question to ask is to what extent kinetic effects can
damp slow shocks. As the plasma ˇ increases, kinetic effects
become more and more important, and in the high-ˇ limit,
the propagation of slow magnetosonic waves is strongly hin-
dered by Landau damping. Hada and Kennel [1985] showed
that slow magnetosonic waves can steepen into a shock only
if ˇ < 1 and Ti/Te is small, where Ti and Te are the ion and
electron temperatures in the plasma, respectively. However,
the situation is different in case of an obstacle, where a slow
shock can still exist even in a high-ˇ plasma, as pointed out
by Karimabadi et al. [1995].
[24] In our model, the plasma ˇ in the pristine LISM is
as low as 0.14, Ms must be not more than 2, and Ti/Te is
assumed to be around 1, all of which are favorable for the
propagation and steepening of slow magnetosonic waves
into a SBS.
[25] V1 is heading more toward the quasi-parallel SBS
in our model scenario, whereas V2 would not encounter
the SBS because the latter does not exist in the quasi-
perpendicular region. V1 could encounter a slow, hot,
and compressed interstellar plasma population in the outer
heliosheath with substantially reduced interstellar magnetic
ﬁeld, while V2 could enter into a less disturbed interstel-
lar wind, where magnetic pressure dominates over plasma
pressure.
[26] Since fast magnetosonic waves can propagate
upstream of the SBS, the magnetic ﬁeld and the ﬂow velocity
starts to decrease well upstream of the SBS, as demonstrated
in Figures 3b and 3d, respectively. This means that the slow
bow shock is not the ultimate boundary separating the outer
heliosheath from the pristine LISM. There is a fast bow wave
ahead of the SBS that starts to decelerate the ﬂow and deﬂect
the magnetic ﬁeld well upstream of the SBS. This is con-
sistent with the analytical model of Whang [2010], which
predicts that the effect of the heliopause would penetrate
deep into the interstellar space in case of a subfast interac-
tion with small ˛Bv. However, between the heliopause and
the SBS, slow magnetosonic waves also play a signiﬁcant
role in further decelerating/diverting the subsonic interstellar
ﬂow and further diminishing the magnetic ﬁeld intensity.
[27] Although the hydrogen wall would be theoretically
expected even without any bow shock, we ﬁnd that the
hydrogen wall is bounded by a SBS spatially conﬁned to
the quasi-parallel region. Our SBS model predicts a thin
and dense hydrogen wall that is strongly asymmetric to the
axis of the heliosphere, which remains to be tested with H
Ly ˛ absorption spectra from nearby stars. The asymmetric
hydrogen wall is a source of slower and hotter interstellar
neutrals, which may help to explain the secondary popula-
tion of interstellar He recently discovered in the IBEX-Lo
data [Bzowski et al., 2012].
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